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Abstract

In many speech processing applications, the spectral amplitude

is the dominant information while the use of phase spectrum

is not so widely spread. In this paper, we present an overview

on why speech phase spectrum has been neglected in the con-

ventional techniques used in different applications including:

speech separation/enhancement, automatic speech and speaker

recognition and speech synthesis. We proceed with giving high-

lights on the recent progress carried out in demonstrating the

importance of phase in different applications and how it impacts

on the overall performance. The paper is an introduction to the

Interspeech 2014 special session phase importance in speech

processing applications.

Index Terms: Phase spectrum, speech enhancement, speech

recognition, speech analysis, speech synthesis.

1. Introduction

The importance of phase spectrum of speech signals has been

a controversial topic and there has been disagreement on its

role in different speech processing applications. While early

studies reported the unimportance of phase spectrum in per-

ception [1, 2], more recent studies elaborated the potential of

using phase spectrum in different speech and audio process-

ing applications: speech enhancement [3–5], (1) source separa-

tion [6–10], (2) speech recognition [11–13], (3) speaker recog-

nition [14, 15], speech coding [16], formant extraction [17],

waveform estimation [18], and speech analysis/synthesis [19].

These examples suggest that incorporating the phase informa-

tion can push the limits of state-of-the-art phase-independent

solutions employed for long by scientists in different aspects

of audio and speech signal processing. The great potential of

phase information in speech processing calls for a unified effort

to get a better understanding of experts from several speech and

audio processing communities.

The Interspeech 2014 special session on phase importance

in speech processing applications organized by the authors in

this paper aims to promote the phase-based speech signal pro-

cessing and explore the recent advances and referring to the new

methodologies proposed for different speech applications.

2. Why Phase Has Been Neglected?

In the following, we will concentrate on three speech applica-

tions: source separation and speech enhancement, automatic
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speech and speaker recognition, and speech synthesis. The goal

here will be to exemplify how the conventional methods ne-

glected the phase information (see this Section) and explain

the more recent advances towards the recent phase-based ap-

proaches in Section 3.

2.1. Source Separation and Speech Enhancement

From an input-output system standpoint, both speech separa-

tion and speech enhancement methods fall into the category of

analysis-modification-synthesis shown in Figure 1 (left panel).

The key step is to select an analysis-synthesis signal representa-

tion which satisfies two criteria: signal reconstruction and being

aliasing-free. As analysis-synthesis, short-time Fourier trans-

form (STFT) is commonly chosen where the time and frequency

resolution are restricted by the choice of the window length and

type. In both separation and enhancement tasks, conventionally

the noisy phase is selected for signal reconstruction leading to

a limited quality. The choice of noisy phase for reconstruction

is supported by the fact that the noisy phase has been shown

in [20] to provide the minimum mean square error (MMSE) es-

timate for the clean speech phase. This is only true under the

assumption that the Fourier spectral coefficients are indepen-

dent (obviously not the case in practice).

In the modification stage, the separation and enhancement

methods are different. In single-channel source separation, it

is common to assume prior or side information about the un-

derlying signals in the mixture. The source prior knowledge

could be in the form of dictionaries trained on spectral ampli-

tude of clean signals. Some examples for learning dictionary are

non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [21], hidden Markov

models (HMM) [22], Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [23]

and vector quantizer (VQ) [24, 25]. A sense of optimality is re-

quired to choose the states of the underlying sources. For this

purpose, in single-channel source separation, MMSE estimators

in log-domain (logmax) [26], in power spectrum domain [23],

and in spectral amplitude domain (Elliptic series) [25] were

previously proposed. All these MMSE estimators average out

the phase information in their derivations. The systematic per-

formance comparison of these estimators has been performed

in [7], demonstrating that considerable improvement in param-

eter estimation is possible by taking the phase information into

account. The optimal states selected from dictionaries are even-

tually used to separate the mixture either by applying a di-

rect synthesis [24] or by applying a soft [25, 27] or a binary

mask [28] onto the mixed observation. In speech enhancement,

it is common to assume a circularly symmetric complex Gaus-

sian distribution for complex speech spectrum and derive the

MMSE estimation for the speech spectral amplitude. The aim
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Figure 1: General system representation for typical speech enhancement/separation method as analysis-modification-synthesis. (Left) the conventional

approach where the noisy speech phase is directly copied for signal reconstruction. (Right) the phase information is incorporated for signal modification

(phase-aware amplitude estimation) as well as for signal reconstruction.

of the modification stage is to estimate a gain as a function of

a priori and a posteriori SNRs often tabularized using a lookup

table (see e.g. [29] for a list). The gain function is applied to the

noisy spectral amplitude and the enhanced signal is synthesized

using the enhanced spectral amplitude and noisy phase.

A typical way of including phase estimation and phase-

aware processing for speech enhancement/separation is shown

in Figure 1 (right panel). The phase processing of speech sig-

nal dates back to 1980s where several attempts were made to

estimate the time-domain signal from a given modified spectral

magnitude. This problem fits to several speech applications to

name a few: speech enhancement, separation, time-scale modi-

fication and speech coding, where one is provided with a modi-

fied amplitude spectrum while there is no access to the original

phase of the signal [30, 31]. Griffin and Lim proposed least

square error estimation approach to estimate the time-domain

signal from the given STFT spectral amplitude in an iterative

way where STFT and inverse STFT steps are applied [32]. Sev-

eral iterative-based techniques have been proposed to find an

estimated phase from the spectral amplitude estimates of the

underlying sources. Detailed overviews on performance com-

parison between different iterative techniques used for phase

estimation in signal reconstruction are reported for speech en-

hancement [33] and source separation [8].

In both speech enhancement and source separation appli-

cations described above, for the synthesis stage, the observed

noisy phase is directly used to reconstruct the enhanced sig-

nal. As the noisy phase has remaining contributions from the

interfering source, both perceived quality and intelligibility are

degraded, leading to limitation on the performance when noisy

phase is used for signal modification or reconstruction.

2.2. Automatic Recognition Systems

Although the usefulness of speech phase in automatic speech

and speaker recognition is not totally proven, phase spectrum

has long been used for other applications like pitch and formant

extraction [17, 34]. Most of the automatic speech and speaker

recognition systems are built on short-term feature representa-

tion, typically calculated on the amplitude spectrum [35]. Am-

plitude spectrum can be calculated as the magnitude of com-

plex Fourier transform or other parametric and non-parametric

spectrum estimation methods including linear prediction, mul-

titapering and their variants [36, 37]. The Mel-frequency Cep-

stral coefficients are among the most popular features derived

by applying a perceptually weighted filter-bank on amplitude

spectrum.

2.3. Speech Synthesis

In speech synthesis, the phase information is not used in an ex-

plicit way. Unit selection based text-to-speech synthesis sys-

tems try to select units using the magnitude spectrum as part

of the concatenative cost during the selection of optimal units.

The only phase information that is used is that of linear phase re-

movals. This is in order to avoid linear phase mismatches which

may result into audible clicks [38]. In general, linear phase mis-

match is avoided by estimating a common reference point on

the time-domain signal, like the glottal closure instants (GCIs),

and then place analysis windows around these instances. How-

ever, in some cases, like creaky voice, voice offsets or expres-

sive speech, these reference points are difficult to be defined and

therefore need to be estimated.

Current HMM-based text-to-speech synthesis systems

make use of minimum phase [39], since the cepstrum coef-

ficients used in that systems are estimated by the magnitude

spectrum only. The use of minimum phase for the generation

of the synthetic speech signal artificially increases the correla-

tion of speech in areas where naturally low correlation exists

(i.e., fricatives). This is perceived as buzziness. To reduce this

effect, researchers try to reconstruct the noise observed in the

speech magnitude spectra by what is referred to as band ape-

riodicity [39]. This has the effect to introduce a mixed exci-

tation (pulses plus noise at different frequency bands) in order

to reduce the buzzy effect by reducing the high and unnatural

correlation between consecutive speech sounds.

3. Potential of Speech Phase Information

The structure in phase spectrum of audio signals has been

demonstrated and found useful in music processing [40] e.g. in

onset detection [41], beat tracking [42] or in speech watermark-

ing in [43] where the idea was to embed the watermark data into

the phase of unvoiced speech segments. The phase spectrum

has also been shown to be useful in speech polarity determina-

tion [44] and detection of synthetic speech to avoid imposture

in biometric system [45]. In speech coding and psychoacous-

tics, it was shown that the capacity of human perception due to

phase is higher than expected, concluding that existing speech

coders introduce certain distortions well perceived in particu-

lar for low-pitched voice [46]. The instantaneous higher order

phase derivatives [47] and the phase information embedded in

speech in [48] have been studied.

In the following, we consider the three aforementioned ap-

plications in Section 2 and describe the recent progress made

towards estimation or incorporation of phase information.

3.1. Source Separation and Speech Enhancement

In single-channel speech enhancement or source separation, the

issue of phase processing is an ill-conditioned problem to solve,

even for two sources, and given the oracle spectral amplitude

of the underlying sources in the mixed signal. This makes
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the problem difficult and challenging, requiring additional con-

straints to solve. For example, recently, a phase estimation ap-

proach was proposed in [6] which relies on the geometry of

interaction between the underlying signals and the property of

group delay deviation to exhibit minimum at spectral peaks.

Replacing the mixture phase with estimated phase in signal re-

construction of the separated signals led to improved perceived

quality. In speech enhancement, it has been recently demon-

strated that replacing the noisy phase with an estimated phase

leads to improvement in the perceived quality [3, 5, 6].

As for the amplitude estimation part in modification stage,

the phase importance in single-channel source separation was

shown in [7]. The impact of phase in speech amplitude esti-

mation has been recently investigated with positive outcomes

[5, 49, 50]. The joint estimation of amplitude and phase spec-

trum in a closed-loop iterative configuration has been proposed

in [3] and compared with the conventional methods using noisy

phase or the open-loop configuration of [50] and upper-bound

of amplitude estimation in [49] or signal reconstruction in [6].

In microphone array speech enhancement, the use of

phase difference between microphones in dual-microphone was

demonstrated to result in robust speech enhancement [51] and

improved ASR [52]. The importance of phase information in

speech enhancement has been studied extensively in [4, 53].

3.2. Automatic Recognition Systems

Extracting useful features from Fourier phase spectrum is not

straightforward. This is due to the difficulties in phase wrap-

ping, the dependency of phase spectrum on window starting

sample and fast changes of phase spectrum when the zeros

of complex spectrum S(z) (calculated for a windowed speech

s(n) of limited support) lie near the unit circle in z-plane. In the

literature, phase un-wrapping methods are studied and deriva-

tive of phase spectrum as group delay is employed which is

less sensitive to phase wrapping issue [18, 54]. Several mod-

ifications on the group delay calculation are proposed to deal

with the zeros of complex spectrum in preparing phase-based

features for automatic speech recognition (ASR) [55]. Another

approach to reduce the effect of zeros is to smooth the phase

spectrum of mixed-phase speech signal before arriving at group

delay function and next perform cesptral smoothing [56]. The

application of instantaneous frequency (and it’s deviation) along

with delta-phase spectrum are considered for feature extraction

in order to account for the large variability of phase caused by

starting point of analysis window [57, 58].

As a bonus of utilizing phase-based features, there are sev-

eral studies demonstrating the robustness of the group-delay

based features against noise [59]. A common way to extract

phase-derived features is by directly combining the features de-

rived from amplitude and phase individually [60]. Features de-

rived from Hilbert transform are considered as a way to uti-

lize both amplitude and phase information in a unified way for

speech [61] and speaker [62, 63] recognition.

3.3. Speech Synthesis

Currently, there are some attempts to introduce the phase spec-

trum (mixed phase) into the HMM-based text-to-speech synthe-

sis systems, by suggesting the complex cepstrum approach [39].

In this case, both the magnitude and phase spectra are taken

into account. Complex cepstra require phase unwrapping which

implies a relatively high dimension Fourier transform. Phase

unwrapping requires also to remove any linear phase compo-

nent from the phase spectrum. For this reason, the estimation

of complex cepstra is very sensitive to the position and type of

analysis window. Especially for the position, an accurate es-

timation of the glottal closure instants is required [39]. If the

paradigm of text-to-speech synthesis goes beyond HMMs (i.e.,

linear dynamical models, or deep neural networks), it may be

possible to include the phase information without the current

constraints put by the HMMs.

3.4. Useful Phase Representations

In the following, we present a list of phase representations de-

rived from instantaneous phase spectrum, found useful in dif-

ferent speech applications. Taking the Fourier transformation

from a segment of speech signal s(n), the instantaneous phase

at time index n and frequency bin k is indicated by θk(n).
Relative phase shift (RPS): The RPS relates the instantaneous

phase of harmonic multiples with respect to the instantaneous

phase of the fundamental frequency, and is given by

RPSk(n) = θk(n)− kθ1(n), (1)

where θk and θ1 refer to the instantaneous phase of the kth har-

monic and fundamental frequency both calculated at time in-

stant n, respectively, with k as the harmonic index. Recently,

in [64], the RPS representation has been proposed for analysis,

modification and synthesis of phase spectrum.

Time-frequency derivatives of phase: Group delay at time n
and frequency bin k is defined as the frequency derivative of

instantaneous phase

τk(n) = θk+1(n)− θk(n). (2)

The instantaneous frequency is defined as the time derivative of

the instantaneous phase

IFk(n) = θk(n+ 1)− θk(n). (3)

Temporal derivative of phase was also used to derive instan-

taneous frequency deviation as a useful representation for dis-

playing the pitch information in the form of fine harmonic de-

tail [57]. IF deviation spectrum was shown to represent both

pitch and formant structure similar to the magnitude spectrum.

Similar representation was proposed in [65] termed as group

delay deviation well observed to exhibit minima at spectral

peaks [66]. The group delay deviation was used to solve the

ambiguity problem in phase estimation in single-channel source

separation [6] and speech enhancement [3, 50].

Phase dispersion: Considering a harmonic model with pitch-

synchronous analysis [67], a segment of speech s(n) is approx-

imated by its harmonic representation given by:

sh(n) =
K∑

k=1

Ak cos(kω0n+ φk), (4)

where Ak and φk are the amplitude and phase of the kth har-

monic, K is the number of harmonics, and ω0 is the funda-

mental frequency in radians. The phase argument inside the co-

sine term is denoted by θk(n) and can be decomposed to three

parts [68]:

θk(n) = Φ[n,Ωk(n)] + kω0τ + ψk (5)

where Φ[n,Ωk(n)] is the phase Fourier spectrum of the fil-

ter that is minimum phase with Ωk(n) as the time-varying fre-

quency, kω0τ =
∫

τ

0
Ω0(σ)dσ is the linear phase term with Ω0

as time-varying fundamental frequency and ψk denotes the dis-

persion term. The linear phase accounts for the translation of
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the center of the analysis window τ samples with respect to the

time analysis instant. The dispersion phase ψk was shown to

exhibit a structured pattern for voiced frames whose probabil-

ity density function can be described using wrapped Gaussian

mixture model [68]. Phase dispersion term was used to further

define a phase distortion pitch cycle in [16] to quantify the level

of quantization error occurred in speech coding.

Phase distortion: The phase distortion is obtained by remov-

ing the contributions of minimum phase and linear phase parts

from the instantaneous phase, representing the shape of the glot-

tal signal [69] and glottal model parameters [70].

4. Conclusion

This paper gives an overview of the recent scientific progress

toward phase-based signal processing in different speech pro-

cessing applications. The authors hope that the current review

provides a quick start for new researchers interested to continue

research in different speech applications using phase spectrum.

The Interspeech 2014 Special Session “Phase Importance

in Speech Processing Applications” is organized by the authors

in this paper aiming to fully consider the new progress in phase-

based signal processing made in different speech applications.

By gathering researchers focused on phase processing from dif-

ferent fields, the goal is to organize the required first steps to

establish a new community of researchers for closer collabora-

tion on the topic.
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